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Rig Incident
Date

Location Product Type Volume Spilled
(Barrels)

Contained
(Barrels)

Lost To Env.
(Barrels)

Root Cause

GSF Development Driller II 01/01/14 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

2.0000 1.2500 0.7500 Swaco Auger Overflows After Influx of Mud from Boost Line. Communicated incident with all crews. Held a discussion 
with drill crews about completely communicating expectations and information before handling the mud system.  
Ensure adequate number of shakers is available for use, as per the expected amount of returns.

Discoverer India 01/19/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.0012 0.0000 0.0012 At approxiamately 16:30 while adjusting the position of the forward moonpool spider beams in preparation to splash 
bop hydraulic fluid was seen leaking out of a hose going to the #3 spider beam in the aft moonpool and into the 
sea.No visible sheen witnessed. Action Items completed: 1)Change out damaged hose. 2) Inspect remaining hoses on 
moonpool spider beams. 3) Add moonpool spider beams to Maintenance System with regularly scheduled inspections 
and maintenance. 4) Post signage to close hydraulic supply valves when not in use. 

Development Driller III 05/02/14 United States Waste Oil 0.0019 0.0014 0.0005 Leak of waste oil at completion of transfer when the transfer the hose burped at the nozzle and sprayed oil.   
Personnel immediately cleaned up the waste oil.

Deepwater Nautilus 05/02/14 United States Base Oil 88.0000 0.0000 88.0000 Incorrect valve was opened. Valve indentification labels have been modified as a result.   
Discoverer Spirit 06/04/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.0012 0.0000 0.0012 Oberver reported a small sheen on water in the location of Main Deck Crane C.  Investigation revealed that a small drip 

from one of the valves, leak was repaired and  only a few drops was suspected to actually be lost to sea.

Discoverer Clear Leader 06/11/14 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.5000 0.0000 0.5000 During ROV riser inspection it was discovered that what appears to be Synthetic based mud was lost to the sea from 
the choke line connection of slick riser joints 10 & 11. Displaced choke line and prepared as required to pull riser/BOP 
to inspect leak area and performed maintenance on LMRP/BOP.

Discoverer Enterprise 06/20/14 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

0.1190 0.0000 0.1190 Air packer on slip joint leaked. Mud ran down the slip joint. Hydraulic packer(lower packer) was energized and flow 
quickly stopped. 

Discoverer Spirit 06/22/14 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

2.0000 1.5000 0.5000 Flow Line Valve was closed but the light on the control panel was indicating open. This caused an over flow of the 
Diverter Housing. Then mud leaked onto tensioner rods in moon pool area. Loss of Containment was contained. Clean 
up process began immediately once cause was diagnosed. ET and Electricians proceeded to repair indicator light and 
was successful in doing so. 

Development Driller III 06/22/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.0014 0.0010 0.0005 While operating the Subsea winch an o-ring failed causing 8oz of Biobar 46 environmentally friendly hydraulic fluid to 
leak from the break pressure transducer.  The O-ring was replaced securing the source of the leak.

Discoverer Enterprise 07/14/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.3393 0.3333 0.0060 A hydraulic burst, while being used as the return line for the crane.  Hydraulic fluid leaked from the hose causing a loss 
of containment. Hose was replaced with a new hose.

Discoverer Clear Leader 08/10/14 United States Other Hazardous Chemical 
(Liquid)

0.0600 0.0000 0.0600 While preparing to connect SDC Ring around slip joint, a fitting was knocked loose on one of the riser tensioners 
resulting in the release of approximately .0645 Bbls of Ethylene Glycol into the moonpool. Tensioner was Isolated and 
bled down residual Fluid. Fitting replaced and any surface equipment cleaned up.

Discoverer Enterprise 08/12/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.0060 0.0000 0.0060 After pulling the BOP to surface, the BOP was landed on the BOP cart, when moving the cart a hydraulic hose fitting 
came off of the return line, thus allowing approximately .25 gallons of Hyspin 32 hydraulic fluid to release and enter 
the sea. The operation was stopped, TOI and BP HSE personnel were notified.

Discoverer Clear Leader 08/30/14 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

12.0000 0.0000 12.0000 While conducting scheduled maintenance on rig floor a drop in trip tank volume was noted &  slip jt packer failure 
observed. Lower packer was manually pressurized & leak stopped. Further investigations brevealed that a JIC 
connection on the J-plate for the air hose was leaking, thus allowing the upper packer to bleed down to the point of 
failure. Stainless Steel fittings were tightened & upper packer function tested properly. 

Deepwater Nautilus 09/09/14 United States Well Fluids 4.0000 0.0000 4.0000 Slip joint packer leaked due to pressure variance.  Install blower in air compressor room to prevent compressor shut 
down due to high discharge air temp, secondary to high ambient temperatures in space.
Post signage on compressors: " DO NOT place compressor offline during bulk transfers. Ensure Standby compressor is 
online prior to all maintenance on service compressor.  Reduction in rig air supply could cause slip joint packer to leak"
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Discoverer India 09/28/14 United States Oil Based Mud 
(Synthetic/Pseudo)

1.0000 0.9881 0.0119 While disconnecting cement stand from the Drill String strong back flow during the break-out process spilled onto the 
Drill Floor and over the top of the stand to the Moonpool Deck Area. The Moonpool area was cleared and cleaned 
using the mud-vac system and disposing of any further residue on the deck through the Hazardous Drain Tanks.

The Drill Floor Drip Pans were emptied of all residual SOBM using the Mud-Vac System. The dump line form the Drain 
Tank was blown through with air to the settling tank on the Aft Main Deck to ensure no residue material build-up was 
present to create blockages.

The Riser Tensioner Pistons were cleaned of residue materials using the Pal-Finger basket and wiping down the 
pistons.

The Moonpool Skimmer was prepped for use and after the Tensioner clean-up was completed the SOBM in the 
Moonpool had dispersed to a point where the Moonpool Skimmer was deemed un-necessary.

Discoverer Clear Leader 09/30/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Mineral) 0.0013 0.0000 0.0013 A hand observed oil on deck below the crane. The loss was determined to have been due to a failed O-ring, nessesary 
repairs were completed. 

Discoverer Enterprise 12/23/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.0014 0.0002 0.0012 Crew Members were moving Cart in Moonpool and Hydraulic Hose on Cart in Moonpool hung up and parted, resulting 
in 8oz of Hyspin 32, being released into the ocean.

Discoverer Enterprise 12/26/14 United States Hydraulic Oil (Env Friendly) 0.0476 0.0119 0.0357 Flow Control Valve on Riser Tentioner #2 burst on its side, resulting in 2 gallons released on the moonpool, at which 
0.5 gallons was recovered and 1.5 gallons of Hyspin 32, Environmentally Friendly Hyrdraulic Fluid was lost to sea.  The 
skimmer was deployed in moonpool to recover 0.5 gallons of the fluid.  Tensioner flow valve was replaced.
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